Dustless® was founded to make cleanup easier. Contractors and DIY homeowners have tough jobs. Our mission is to make getting rid of dust, ash and other messy parts of those jobs as easy and fast as possible.

The first Dustless product was developed by company founder Mike Loveless in 1983. Mike’s wife, Colleen, was frustrated with the constant dust and ash mess caused by their home wood stove. Mike went into the garage and developed the original ash vacuum. Soon friends and family wanted one just like it, and then everyone else did, too. The Love-Less Ash Company was officially founded in 1988.

In 1997, a second revolutionary vacuum was developed— the Wet-Dry DustlessVac®—and the second division of the company, Dustless Technologies®, was born. Since then, we’ve created dozens of complementary vacuums, dust shrouds and accessories to make the jobsite truly dust-free.

The same spirit of innovation that created our first vacuum still guides the company, and our goal is the same: to give you the tools you need to get the job done right, quick and easy for a non-stop cleanup.

THE DUSTLESS® GUARANTEE

SAFE & EFFICIENT: Our products were created with you in mind to make every type of cleanup easy and efficient.

MEETS GUIDELINES: Dustless products comply with all current guidelines and regulations set forth by the EPA, NIOSH and OSHA to ensure a safe and healthy work environment.

The patented HEPA Wet+Dry DustlessVac® gives you the same power, suction and advantages of the Wet-Dry DustlessVac plus certified HEPA filtration.

The HEPA Wet+Dry DustlessVac® is ideal for contractors required to comply with EPA regulations covering lead paint removal. The HEPA filter captures 99.97% of dust particles down to .3 microns, removing visible and invisible dust. The life of the HEPA filter and vacuum is extended when used with the optional WunderBag™ micro pre-filter, as it captures the vast majority of dirt and dust before it reaches the more expensive HEPA filter. Using the WunderBag™ micro pre-filter achieves the first step in the double-bagging process required by the EPA for RRP work.

Designed to switch from dry to wet operation without getting the valuable HEPA filter wet, the HEPA Wet+Dry DustlessVac® is the most economically affordable HEPA vacuum available today.

Made in USA with some imported parts.

**PRODUCT:** HEPA Wet+Dry DustlessVac
**ITEM #:** D1606
**INCLUDES:**
- (1) 16-gallon HEPA DustlessVac
- (2) extension wands
- (1) certified HEPA filter
- (1) HEPA filter cover
- (1) WunderBag™ micro pre-filter
- (1) crevice tool
- (1) 1.5" x 12’ crush-resistant hose

**BEST FOR:** EPA RRP and hazardous materials  
Extra fine dust: drywall, concrete, stone, fiberglass, slurry

---

The patented Wet+Dry DustlessVac® is the only vacuum that allows you to go from wet to dry without switching filters. A baffle inside the barrel keeps the water away from the filters, and a check ball prevents overfilling, making the Wet-Dry DustlessVac unlike any other vacuum on the market today.

The patented filtration system of the Wet+Dry DustlessVac allows you to clean the filters without opening the barrel for a more dust-free work environment. An excellent choice for contractors and DIY homeowners who do not need to meet EPA or OSHA guidelines but want effective and economical dust control, this vacuum provides “almost HEPA” performance. The disposable and tear-resistant WunderBag™ micro pre-filter captures particles down to .5 microns, amazingly close to HEPA filters that capture down to .3 microns. Best for capturing fine dust from drywall sanding, grinding/cutting of concrete, brick, stone or fiberglass, the Wet-Dry DustlessVac provides powerful suction and intense durability to stand up to whatever the jobsite throws at you.

Made in USA with some imported parts.

**PRODUCT:** Wet+Dry DustlessVac
**ITEM #:** D1603
**INCLUDES:**
- (1) 16-gallon DustlessVac
- (2) extension wands
- (1) outer filter
- (1) inner filter
- (1) WunderBag™ micro pre-filter
- (1) crevice tool
- (1) floor tool
- (1) 1.5" x 12’ crush-resistant hose

**BEST FOR:** Extra fine dust: drywall, concrete, stone, fiberglass, slurry

---

The HEPA Pack was designed to improve worker safety and productivity. The lightweight and durable construction is less physically demanding on the user. Quad-layer, HEPA filtration and integrated filter cleaning mean it is OSHA-silica & EPA/RRP compliant. Disposable open-top bags are used for general cleanup while sealable bags are ideal for meeting EPA/RRP requirements on jobs involving hazardous materials like lead and asbestos.

The HEPA Pack provides easy access to floors, ceilings and hard-to-reach areas making it ideal for janitorial work and jobsite cleanup.

**PRODUCT:** HEPA Pack
**ITEM #:** D1505
**INCLUDES:**
- (1) 2.5-gallon backpack vacuum w/ harness
- (1) 5’ hose & universal soft swivel cuff
- (1) 2-piece s-wand
- (1) filter sock support bag (gray)
- (1) disposable EPA/RRP filter bag
- (1) disposable general-purpose filter bag
- (1) set of exhaust filters (not shown)
- (1) extension cord & cord retainer
- (1) tool adapter
- (1) HEPA floor tool
- (1) crevice tool
- (1) bristled floor tool

**BEST FOR:** EP/RRP Hazardous Materials. Extra fine dust: drywall, concrete, stone, fiberglass

---

The semi-permeable 5-layer WunderBag Micro Pre-Filter bag filters down to 0.5 microns (near HEPA standard) and is capable of holding 40 pounds of wet and/or dry debris while retaining its strength and filtration efficiency.

The universal opening fits most major vacuum brands while the filter media provides superior filtration and eliminates the infamous ‘dust-cough’ of most vacuums.

As a pre-filter, it can extend your primary filter life by up to ten times. It is also sealable, qualifying it as the first level of containment in safe disposal of hazardous material such as silica, lead, asbestos, and hexavalent chromium. Once you are finished vacuuming, just seal it and throw it away and your vacuum is ready to take on the next job.

**PRODUCT:** WunderBag
**ITEM #:** 13141
**INCLUDES:** (2) WunderBag micro pre-filter bags

**BEST FOR:** Extra fine dust: drywall, concrete, stone, fiberglass, slurry
Great for vacuuming liquid and slurry, the Industrial Slurry System provides suction strong enough to remove wet debris with up to a 100’ long hose, allowing you to easily reach any cleanup area. The sealed drum head stands up to the toughest of jobsite punishment, keeping debris out of the motor for unrelenting performance and reduced replacement costs.

This powerful Slurry System runs off standard 15-amp power and features a large capacity 55-gallon drum for continued vacuuming. The Industrial DustlessVac Slurry System is also designed with a drain at the bottom of the drum—making your workload faster, cleaner and more efficient.

**PRODUCT:** Industrial Slurry System  
**ITEM #:** H0904  
**INCLUDES:** (1) 55-gallon drum, (1) SlurryVac Topper, (1) 1.5” x 25’ hose, (1) S-Wand (1) squeegee floor tool, (1) drum dolly, (1) package filter  
**BEST FOR:** Highway (concrete) repair, waste cleanup (water barge, inland water and debris)

---

The patent-pending DustDroid® 600 Industrial includes a HEPA filter designed for capturing extra fine dust created by cutting, drilling, grinding and sanding materials. It produces 500 CFM and features a wheeled, 30-gallon (optional 50-gallon) tank that is easily emptied.

This workhorse vacuum has fewer moving parts, and no solenoids, requiring less maintenance and providing more reliable performance. The AirBlast™ filter cleaning system can be actuated while the vacuum is running, and AirBender™ technology enables contractors to go longer between filter cleaning.

The DustDroid 600 also includes our unique ToolPod and VacPod system as a wireless solution to integrating the on/off functions of your power tools with a vacuum. This versatile system can be set up so one power tool can operate several vacuums, or one vacuum can be activated by a number of tools.

**PRODUCT:** DustDroid 600 Industrial  
**ITEM #:** H0601  
**INCLUDES:** (1) 30-gallon separator tank, (1) 20-gallon filter tank, (1) 2.5” x 25’ hose, (1) hose bag, (1) certified HEPA filter, (1) on-board separator cyclone, (1) metal docking station with tie-down strap, (1) ToolPod, (1) VacPod, (6) 30-gallon bags, (2) 20-gallon bags, (1) 25’ extension cord  
**BEST FOR:** Extra fine dust: drywall, concrete, masonry, stone, fiberglass  
**USE WITH:** 1 large walk behind (30” diameter and above, that are shrouded well—rubber, not metal), or 1 small to medium walk behind grinder (7” to 29” diameter), or 3 hand grinders (depending on hose diameter)

---

The patent-pending DustDroid® 300 Industrial includes a HEPA filter designed for capturing extra fine dust created by cutting, drilling, grinding and sanding materials. It produces 250 CFM and features a wheeled, 30-gallon tank that is easily emptied.

This 120-volt workhorse vacuum has fewer moving parts, and no solenoids, requiring less maintenance and providing more reliable performance. Additional features: AirBlast™ filter cleaning system to allow fast and easy filter cleaning without interrupting work and AirBender™ technology enables contractors to go longer between filter cleaning. ToolPod and VacPod systems to wirelessly integrate the on/off function of power tools with vacuum.

**PRODUCT:** DustDroid 300 Industrial  
**ITEM #:** H0302  
**INCLUDES:** (1) 30-gallon separator tank, (1) 20-gallon filter tank, (1) 2.5” x 25’ hose, (1) hose bag, (1) certified HEPA filter, (1) on-board separator cyclone, (1) metal docking station with tie-down strap, (1) ToolPod, (1) VacPod, (5) 30-gallon bags, (2) 20-gallon bags, (1) 25’ extension cord  
**BEST FOR:** Extra fine dust: drywall, concrete, masonry, stone, fiberglass  
**USE WITH:** 1 large walk behind polisher (30” diameter and above, that are shrouded well—rubber, not metal), or 1 small to medium walk behind grinder (7” to 29” diameter), or 3 hand grinders (depending on hose diameter)
New OSHA Silica Standard
EPA RRP Lead Dust

Avoid Costly Fines
Government agencies can fine up to $37,500 per infraction for failing to comply with hazardous dust control rules on construction sites. Dustless dust control solutions meet government guidelines. Dustless systems meet the standard set forth in Table-1 of OSHA’s new silica standard making it easy to achieve a safe, clean, compliant workplace.

• Dustless Technologies® true HEPA vacuums are certified to meet guidelines.
• Each HEPA Wet+Dry filter is independently tested and certified.
• The HEPA Wet+Dry vacuum is also certified air tight per guidelines.
• HEPA Wet+Dry filters feature a serialized sticker for easy inspector verification.
• Dustless shrouds and accessories capture dust at the point-of-origin, per guidelines.
• Universal Dustless shrouds fit the majority of major tool brands.

Dustless Technologies solutions comply with:

• EPA RRP rules for lead dust.
• NIOSH rules for silica dust.
• OSHA Silica Standard.

Dustless Technologies
POINT-OF-ORIGIN DUST CONTROL FOR UNIVERSAL HAND TOOLS
**PRODUCT:** DustBuddie XP  
**ITEM #:** D9850 - 7" DustBuddie XP  
**INCLUDES:**  
- 1 shroud, 1 1/2" flexible hose, 3 height adjustment spacers, 1 releasable zip tie  
- 1 swivel cuff (7" shroud only)  
**BEST FOR:** Surface grinding  
**USE WITH:**  
- 7" DustBuddie XP: 6" to 9" hand grinders  
- 5" DustBuddie XP: 4" & 5" hand grinders  

The patented DustBuddie® XP is a point-of-origin shroud built to capture all visible dust when grinding, sanding and cutting. The integrated, universal adapter fits most hand grinders and installation is very quick and easy. Three adjustable spring screws control the height of the DustBuddie so you can quickly accommodate different grinding wheels and discs, and the front lip slides out so you can use it against a wall.

The DustBuddie is designed with replaceable brushes to keep replacement costs down after wear. Designed to be used with any DustlessVac, the DustBuddie complies with EPA regulations covering lead paint removal when used with a HEPA certified vacuum.

**PRODUCT:** DustBuddie  
**ITEM #:** D1730 - 5" DustBuddie  
**ITEM #:** D1750 - 7" DustBuddie  
**INCLUDES:**  
- 1 clear polycarbonate shroud,  
- 1 18" flexible hose,  
- 3 spacers for blade centering,  
- 1 rear bracket,  
- 1 front bracket,  
- 2 bolts and lockwashers  
**BEST FOR:** Decorative concrete cutting, tuckpointing or crack chasing  
**USE WITH:**  
- 5" DustBuddie: 4" & 5" hand grinders  
- 7" DustBuddie: 6" to 9" hand grinders

The CutBuddie® is the pro contractor’s #1 choice for dust control when using most leading brand hand grinders for decorative concrete cutting, tuckpointing or crack chasing.

Designed to be used with the Wet/Dry DustlessVac, the CutBuddie features a sleek, see-thru design that enables pros and DIYers to deliver more precise, higher quality work. The cutting depth guide also gives precise control of cutting depth for more predictable results.

**PRODUCT:** BitBuddie  
**ITEM #:** D1905 - 1 3/8" BitBuddie  
**ITEM #:** D1908 - 4" to 8" BitBuddie  
**ITEM #:** D1900 - 1 3/8" BitBuddie  
**ITEM #:** D1905 - 1" to 4" BitBuddie  
**INCLUDES:**  
- 1 translucent rubber dust shroud,  
- 1 releasable zip tie,  
- 1 18" flexible hose  
**BEST FOR:** Dust and slurry removal, especially in tight spaces (faucet holes, light fixtures)  
**USE WITH:**  
- 4" to 8" BitBuddie  
- 1 3/8" BitBuddie

The BitBuddie is designed specifically for hand held drills and saws. The debris. Put effort into manually sanding back and forth—the motion of the orbital head does that for you, while the vacuum sucks up the debris.

**PRODUCT:** Dustless Drywall Sander  
**ITEM #:** 50001  
**INCLUDES:**  
- 1 hand sander, 1 adjustable 6" pole,  
- 1 bottle of lubricating oil, 3 sheets of sandpaper,  
- 1 hose to hand sander adapter  
**BEST FOR:** Drywall sanding, walls, floors  
**USE WITH:** Wet/Dry DustlessVac

Designed to be used with the Wet/Dry DustlessVac, the patented Dustless® Drywall Sander is ideal for renovation contractors and DIY homeowners who are looking for a lightweight, light duty drywall sander. The rectangular sanding head allows users to easily sand in corners, and the orbital sanding head is smaller than other units—making it perfect for tight spaces. The simple, brilliant design of the orbital sanding head also eliminates the need for an electric motor and greatly reduces the system’s weight. Air is pulled through channels on all four sides of the sanding head, creating an orbital motion while capturing 98% of the drywall dust at its point of origin.

The unique design of the orbital sanding head and the suction of the DustlessVac create a powerful duo that does all the work for you. With the Dustless Drywall Sander, you don’t need to put effort into manually sanding back and forth—the motion of the orbital head does that for you, while the vacuum sucks up the debris.

**PRODUCT:** DustBull  
**ITEM #:** D1763 - Husqvarna  
**ITEM #:** D1765 - Husqvarna  
**ITEM #:** D1760 - STIHL  
**ITEM #:** D1763 - Makita  
**ITEM #:** D1765 - Makita  
**INCLUDES:**  
- 1 rear bracket, 1 front bracket,  
- 2 bolts and lockwashers  
- 1 6" soft and nylon nut  
**BEST FOR:** Cutting brick, block and pavers  
**USE WITH:** High speed saws by Makita, STIHL & Husqvarna

The DustBull helps eliminate the “dust storm” associated with cutting with a high-speed saw. It protects workers from inhaling harmful silica dust, and extends the life of the saw by keeping abrasive dust away from the motor.

The DustBull is designed for cutting brick, block, pavers and stone—not flat cutting. It is fast and easy to install, and fits STIHL, Makita and Husqvarna high-speed saws. The shroud features a wide mouth to capture maximum dust, a hinged mount to accommodate working at different angles, and a convenient stand for operator convenience.
### SawBuddie™ Dust Shroud for Reciprocating Saws

The SawBuddie™ is a point-of-origin dust control system that is fast and easy to install on most reciprocating saws. The SawBuddie captures up to 99% of airborne dust, and when used with DustlessVac, the SawBuddie enables contractors and DIY homeowners to minimize dust from any job site.

The SawBuddie provides an unobscured view of the blade, allowing for a safer, more precise cut. It also features a bristled snout for flexibility and the ability to match different blade installations through a rotating function.

- **PRODUCT:** SawBuddie
- **ITEM #:** D2415
- **INCLUDES:**
  - (1) universal SawBuddie
  - (1) 18” connector hose
  - (1) releasable zip tie
- **BEST FOR:** Cutting at any angle
- **USE WITH:** Reciprocating saw and Multi Oscillating Tool

### DustBuddie® Dust Shroud for Flatwork

DustBuddie® is the economical solution to remove dust when cutting, grinding and sanding. Designed to be used with the Wet-Dry DustlessVac for effective dust control, the DustBuddie keeps particles from escaping, and the vacuum keeps dust contained. Simply attach the vacuum hose to the Dustie and you won’t have to worry about breathing in all the dust.

The DustBuddie provides an unobscured view of the blade, allowing for a safer, more precise cut. It also features a bristled snout for flexibility and the ability to match different blade installations through a rotating function.

- **PRODUCT:** DustBuddie
- **ITEM #:** D4000
- **INCLUDES:**
  - (1) wood collection shield
  - (1) 18” flexible hose
  - (1) spacers
  - (1) releasable zip tie
- **BEST FOR:** Cutting
- **USE WITH:** 7-1/4” Worm Drive Circular Saws

### Dustie® Dust Shroud for Hand Grinders

Dustie® is the economical solution to remove dust when cutting, grinding and sanding. Designed to be used with the Wet-Dry DustlessVac for effective dust control, the Dustie keeps particles from escaping, and the vacuum keeps dust contained. Simply attach the vacuum hose to the Dustie and you won’t have to worry about breathing in all the dust.

The Dustie's Flex-Flange™ attachment collar allows it to work with most major brand grinders by spreading and contracting to the make of each grinder model.

- **PRODUCT:** Dustie
- **ITEM #:** D1836 - 5” Dustie
- **INCLUDES:**
  - (1) shroud
  - (1) band clamp
- **BEST FOR:** Surface grinding
- **USE WITH:** 5” Dustie: 4” and 5” hand grinders
  - 7” Dustie: 6” to 9” hand grinders

### ChipBuddie® Dustless Tool for Scraping

The patented ChipBuddie® dust-free paint scraper is an excellent tool for the professional painter, handy man or homeowner. As soon as paint chips are dislodged, they are vacuumed in through slots on both sides of the scraper blade.

The ChipBuddie is the ideal scraper for renovation contractors who have to use point-of-origin dust and dirt removal tools to comply with EPA regulations regarding lead paint removal. Designed to be used with the Wet-Dry DustlessVac, the ChipBuddie easily captures mess in any direction.

- **PRODUCT:** ChipBuddie
- **ITEM #:** D1005
- **INCLUDES:**
  - (1) paint scraper with blade
  - (3) replacement blades
  - (1) 18” flexible hose
- **BEST FOR:** Paint chips, popcorn ceiling removal
- **USE WITH:** Wet-Dry DustlessVac

### DustBuddie® for Flatwork

The DustBuddie for Flatwork helps eliminate the “dust storm” associated with cutting with a high-speed saw. It protects workers from inhaling harmful silica dust, and extends the life of the saw by keeping abrasive dust away from the motor.

The DustBuddie for Flatwork is designed for cutting flat concrete. It is fast and easy to install, and fits STHI, Makita and Husqvarna high-speed saws. The shroud features a wide mouth to capture maximum dust, a hinged mount to accommodate working at different angles, and a rugged, lightweight aluminum body.

- **PRODUCT:** DustBuddie for Flatwork
- **ITEM #:** D0084
- **INCLUDES:**
  - (1) universal mounting bracket and hardware
  - (1) bungee fastener
- **BEST FOR:** Cutting
- **USE WITH:** 12-16” Gas-Powered Cut-off Saws

### DustBuddie® for 7-1/4” Worm Drive/Hypoid Saws

Designed to fit worm-drive circular saws, this dust shroud is a must-have for any contractor. Whether you are cutting wood, stone, tile or brick, this shroud helps keep the work area clean and reduces the need for clean-up. It also protects workers from hazardous dust and helps contractors meet OSHA’s silica dust guidelines.

The shroud features two hook-and-loop straps that make it fast and easy to install and remove. A wood collection shield accessory also makes it useful for capturing saw dust.

- **PRODUCT:** DustBuddie for 7-1/4” Worm Drive/Hypoid Saws
- **ITEM #:** D4000
- **INCLUDES:**
  - (1) wood collection shield
  - (1) 18” flexible hose
  - (1) spacers
  - (1) releasable zip tie
- **BEST FOR:** Cutting
- **USE WITH:** 7-1/4” Worm Drive Circular Saws
IN-STORE DISPLAYS
MAKE DUSTLESS® WORK FOR YOU

Merchandising Works!
Sell more with our display racks!

Choose from 3 Dustless® merchandise displays to get the right vacuums, tools and accessories for your customers.

FIND THE DUSTLESS DISPLAY THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU

All Dustless® Merchandise Displays include the following items:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DISPLAY PART NUMBER</th>
<th>P/N</th>
<th>PRODUCT DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>QTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D0004</td>
<td>13141</td>
<td>WunderBag™ Micro Pre-filter</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D1606</td>
<td>16 Gal HEPA Wet+Dry DustlessVac®</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D0009</td>
<td>Merchandise Display Rack (no products)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D1730</td>
<td>5” CutBuddie®</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D1750</td>
<td>7” CutBuddie®</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D1836</td>
<td>5” Dustie®</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D1854</td>
<td>7” Dustie®</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D1900</td>
<td>1 3/8” BitBuddie®</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D1905</td>
<td>1” to 4” BitBuddie®</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D2415</td>
<td>SawBuddie™</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D4000</td>
<td>DustBuddie for Worm Drive Saws</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D5155</td>
<td>5” DustBuddie XP®</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D5835</td>
<td>5” DustBuddie XP®</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J8922</td>
<td>Dustless® Brochures</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>J0001</td>
<td>Accordian Brochure</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IN-STORE DISPLAYS

Display Kit #D0005